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The purpose of this project was to create and implement a new process to transition from 
a floor loading to a palletized system for product shipping. This change was given at the request 
of the client. The previous pick row and floor loading system was insufficient to the client due to 
added expenses in the form of safety, excessive lead times, labor hours, and damages. While 
averaging approximately 135,000 cases a week, with a cost per case of $0.320, this distribution 
center was spending $2,264,837.12 annually in total labor cost with $269,907.93 being contributed 
to an insufficient pick row layout. With this transition comes the opportunity for improvement and 
the potential of associated risk. The goal of the proposed redesign is to reduce the labor cost per 
case from $0.320 to a minimum of $0.295 (8% reduction/improvement), reduce safety near misses 
by 5%, and reduce customer complaints/item damages by 5%. 
An alternative pros and cons analysis was performed to determine what Too Logistic 
believed was the most likely approach to the redesign. The alternative analysis resulted in the 
multi-factor layout having the highest score for the most positive impact. My group and I created 
a relationship matrix to compare the proposed layouts to our project requirements of safety, 
efficiency, productivity, claims, and damages. The associated index values represented the positive 
impact with multi-factor scoring first and the pallet layout second. Finally, we simulated each 
alternative layout through an order evaluation to compare the resulting time and cost. 
Using the results collected from the pros and cons analysis, the relationship matrix, and the 
order evaluation, we performed the Technique for Order of Preference by Similarity to Ideal 
Solution (TOPSIS) analysis. The goal of this TOPSIS analysis was to determine the best alternative 
as well as a ranking order for the remaining alternatives to design an adequate multi-factor pick 
row that minimizes cost, time, and distance while considering the weights of the requirements. The 
TOPSIS concluded that the zoning by demand layout was the best alternative. My team and I also 
noted that the second-place layout was the pallet layout alternative. These two results became the 
foundation for the multi-factor redesign. 
With the implementation of the pick row redesign, we can see a significant reduction in the 
cost per case from $0.307 in quarter one to $0.272 in quarter three. With the further evaluation of 
quarter three, the cost per case for February, March, and April resulted in $0.301, $0.289, and 
$0.233, respectively. With the cost per case reduction, this company will see an expected savings 
of $274,074.30 for the first year and an additional $82,589.67 in the following years from a 
reduction in labor cost. The key performance indicators for productivity result in an increase in 
cases per row of 9.71 compared to the mean of 9.54, a decrease in daily case per hour of 302.35 
compared to the mean of 305.70, and a decrease in rows visited per hour of 31.14 compared to the 
mean of 32.05. 
Both the quarterly cost per case and the post implementation cost per case for April fall 
within our minimum success criteria of an 8% reduction. Although we did not have the data needed 
at the time, our team feels that the redesigned pick route that follows a transversal path will 
significantly reduce the likelihood of near misses with MHE. Furthermore, the redesign considers 
case crushability as a factor that should reflect in a claims and damages reduction. Unfortunately, 
since my team and I do not have the data to analyze, we cannot confidently confirm the 5% 
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reduction in safety near misses, nor a 5% reduction in claims and damages. For these reasons, we 
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This 3PL is an American company headquartered in Greenwich, Connecticut and is listed 
as a top ten global provider of supply chain solutions. This company’s success is attributed to a 
highly integrated network of people, technology, and physical assets. It operates in 30 countries, 
with over 50,000 customers, including 69 of their clients being Fortune 100 companies. The 
company’s two main operations include transportation and contract logistics. For this project, my 
team and I worked out of the McDonough, Georgia distribution center. This 3PL location is a 
single designated client warehouse that has both a fresh bread side as well as a snack food side. 
This project’s focus is to implement a process to transition from a floor loading to a palletized 
system for shipping on the snack food side. The purpose of this process design is to improve item 
throughput efficiency and reduce labor hours caused by the current floor loading system. 
 
1.2 Overview   
 
Currently, the warehouse receives items that are floor loaded and palletized. Incoming 
items are scanned and unloaded in the receiving staging area and inspected for any exceptions, 
such as damage, incorrect counts, and wrong descriptions. Received items are then inventoried 
and placed in the racking system at a specific location to accommodate ease of retrieval and 
customer demand. Beside the racking area is the pick row area. This area is currently laid out in 
accordance with client and product demand. Pickers use rider pallet jacks to retrieve items using 
the 3PL company’s Red Prairie Warehouse Management System (WMS). Once the orders have 
been picked, the pallets are dropped off at the shipping staging area where a loader takes the pallet 
into the trailer and proceeds to off-stack the item on the floor; hence, it is called the floor loading 
approach.     
 
1.3 Objective  
 
The objective of this project is to implement a process to transition from a floor loading to 
a palletized system. This new process will reduce safety risks and minimize waste in the form of 
non-value-added material handling. It should also result in a reduction in wasted space and 
damages, improve item throughput efficiency, and reduce labor hours caused by the current floor 




This 3PL company is currently using a floor loading process for its item shipments. 
Recently, the client requested their items to be delivered via palletized. At this moment, the pick 
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row area is configured to accommodate for floor loading processes. While evaluating the current 
process, my group and I conducted a study on the different alternatives for the picking row. The 
most prudent factors are the case layout for each pallet, the case crushability, and the demand for 
the items from the client. If the pick rows are arranged for the case/pallet layout (Ti/Hi), then we 
may be less effective by placing slow-moving items where demand calls for faster moving items. 
If the pick rows are arranged for case crushability, then we may not build an efficient pallet base 
because of wasted space from improper (Ti/Hi) structure resulting in the increased risk of damaged 
items during transportation from pallet overhang. Likewise, if the pick rows are arranged solely 
for the client demand, then the picking row could experience a bottleneck or congestion at the start 
of the picking row due to multiple pickers waiting for the same items. The reason my team and I 
feel this is the best alternative since it allows us to design the pick row area based on all three 
factors instead of just one. 
 
1.5 Problem Statement 
 
Recently, the 3PL company’s client has requested orders to be delivered on pallets. The 
current pick row and floor loading system will be insufficient to the client’s request due to an 
excessive amount of total labor hours contributing to order lead time and potential safety risks. 
Items are essentially double-handled because of the current picker and loader process. Safety is a 
concern for the congested workflow experienced by the material handling equipment traveling out 
of sequence on the pick row. The current process contributes to increased chances of item damages 
from picking, loading, and or transportation. The pick row, in conjunction with the current Red 



















Chapter 2: Literature Review 
 
In this section, Too Logistic reviewed relevant industry literature such as scholarly articles, 
quality journals, along with several other online books and resources. The literature review assisted 
in identifying important factors for the feasibility of the project. The literature review represents a 
guided recommendation for our study and shows the successes and failures of past projects. Too 
Logistic will use the successes and failures presented to strive in accomplishing their goals 
throughout the course of the project. 
Different order-picking methods can be utilized to reduce travel time. Some of the more 
conventional picking methods range from discrete picking, zone picking, batch picking, cluster 
picking, and wave picking depending on the type of operation. According to Goran Dukic [1], and 
additional authors, the order order-picking in the warehouse setting is defined as retrieving items 
from their designated storage locations in response to a customer request. Within a typical  
warehousing environment, order picking is considered to be one of the most laborious and costly 
activity, with up to 55 % of warehouse total operating costs, as noted in Figure 1 [2].  
 
Source: Dukic et al. Order-picking methods: Improving order-picking efficiency, Page 2 
Figure 1: Function versus Operating Cost 
 
Within order picking, there are several routing methods and policies which were developed 
and used in practice today. These methods include zone picking, batch picking, and cluster picking, 
to name a few. Depending on the size and complexity of the warehousing system, picking methods 
range from the very simple heuristic paths to the slightly more sophisticated approach, which 
involves the use of dynamic routing algorithms. The performance of these picking and routing 
methods depends on the operating conditions of the system under study. One of the simplest 
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routing heuristics is the S-shape or traversal routing policy. When applying the traversal routing 
method, the order picker enters every aisle in which an item is to be picked and traverses the entire 
aisle with no return trip. The aisles which do not require an item selection are passed. An exception 
is made for the last aisle visited if the number of aisles to be visited is odd. In that instance, a return 
trip is performed in the last aisle visited [1]. 
 
According to one case study [3], it is possible to obtain a reduction between 17% and 34% 
in traveling distance when an order picker applies the appropriate methods more efficiently. Figure 
2 shows the approximate percentage of time an order picker spends traveling to retrieve items 
compared to the other activities during order fulfillment. Although the application of an adequate 
routing method will lead to a reduction in travel time, the amount of time saved depends on the 
method used. With the development and application of dynamic routing algorithms, procedures 
can be implemented, which will result in an optimal route. However, in practice, heuristics are 
predominantly used due to their simplicity, which reduces employee learning curves, ease of 
implementation, and feasibility.    
 
Source: Dukic et al. Order-picking methods: Improving order-picking efficiency, Page 3  
Figure 2: Activity versus Order-Pickers Time 
 
 
In Throughput Analysis of Manual Order Picking Systems with Congestion Consideration, 
Christian Huber expressed that the use of heuristics instead of dynamic routing algorithms, 
although feasible, will most likely lead to a non-optimal route. Although the solutions obtained are 
not optimal, the results are counterbalanced by the fact that heuristic routing methods require 
virtually no time to be generated. Heuristic routing methods allow for the use of plans and 
procedures which are easy to understand and contribute to an initial savings on time and cost. [4].  
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In order to be an efficient warehouse, several factors, such as productivity, cycle time, and 
accuracy, should be considered. Pertaining to order picking, the term productivity represents a 
measure of the item pick rate. Depending on the system in place, such as piece picking or case 
picking, productivity can be measured in different ways. Piece picking operations normally use 
measures such as pick rate in line items or picked items per hour. Whereas in case picking 
operations, cases per hour, and line items per hour, measurements are used. Pallets picked per hour 
for batch picks is another way to measure productivity accurately. In most situations, the actual 
amount of time it takes to remove the product from a given location tends to be a fixed standard 
time regardless of the picking method used. Most productivity improvements are in the form of 
reducing the travel time, which further enforces the importance of travel time reductions by means 
of routing methods [5]. 
The reason cycle time is important to warehousing operations is because it represents the 
throughput time for orders. Routing methods can assist in reducing the amount of time it takes to 
get an order from order entry to shipping. The growing expectation of companies to provide same 
day shipment has put greater emphasis on reducing item cycle times. Reducing item cycle times 
could require companies to provide orders in a matter of days to hours or minutes. Incorporating 
order picking methods that provide concurrent picking of items within large orders and routing 
methods for the immediate release of orders to the warehouse for picking are ways to reduce cycle 
times [5]. 
Item picking accuracy is important and can also be improved with the right order picking 
practices in place. Dave Piasecki discussed the importance of accuracy in his paper by noting that 
no matter the type of operation you are running, accuracy will always be a key objective. Every 
decision made in setting up a warehouse will have an impact on accuracy. Things such as the item 
SKU scheme, the design of product labels, product packaging, picking documents, location 
numbering scheme, storage equipment, lighting conditions, and picking method used will either 
directly or indirectly affect accuracy. In addition to picking and routing methods, warehouse 
management systems (WMS) such as pick-to-light systems, counting scales, and barcode scanners 
aid in picking accuracy. Beyond the design aspects of an order picking operation, employee 








Chapter 3: Problem Solving Approach 
 
At the request of the customer, this 3PL distribution center was required to transition from 
the current floor loading process to a palletized process. To do this, Too Logistic’s objective was 
to redesign the pick row area in order to be more efficient in order-picking for delivery. Too 
Logistic followed the outlined strategic approach from conception to closeout to ensure the project 
scope and requirements were satisfied. Our problem-solving approach was performed as follows: 
 
1. Perform alternative analysis for proposed pick row redesigns. 
2. Perform a relationship analysis to determine the impact of the proposed pick row designs 
with the project requirements.  
3. Access the warehouse’s Kronos timekeeping system to establish a baseline for average 
cases moved per week, labor hours, productivity levels, and cost per case. 
4. Access the Item Master to determine the specifics of each product, such as the pallet layout 
(Ti/Hi) and product demand. 
5. Request the creation of a case strength index from packaging/material engineers.  
6. Mockup the new pick row design based on the evaluated factors.  
7. Implement the new design layout into the pick row area. 
8. Update the WMS Red Prairie system in conformance with the new pick row layout. 
9. Perform measurements and comparative analysis with current and past Kronos data. 
10. Perform project management tasks to ensure minimum success criteria and project 
objectives are satisfied.  
11. Close out the project and relinquish the new design process to the 3PL company for future 
continuous improvement. 
 
3.1 Requirements and Specifications 
 
        Through the course of this project, our team was to ensure the following process requirements 
are satisfied. To start, the new process should be safer. The current pick row layout requires a 
double path for material handling equipment (MHE). This factor contributes to the near misses 
and potential accidents per quarter. The redesign should also have a more continuous flow. 
Allowing item pickers to flow fluidly through the pick row will increase the throughput of items 
and decrease the overall order lead time. The new process should also help with the reduction of 
waste, damages, and customer complaints. Establishing an improvement plan to increase the 
integrity of the built pallets will help minimize potential damages and increase customer 
satisfaction. Finally, my team and I need to create a process that will reduce costs. The current 
floor loading system requires more time, which increases the total labor hours and item cost per 
case at the distribution center.  
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Our team conducted the DMAIC technique to evaluate the current item picking system. 
This technique allowed us to properly identify the best approach for implementation. We then 
calculated the total labor hours using the 3PL Kronos System. Our team also reviewed the 3PL 
company’s Inventory Item Master to determine the item demand and pallet layout (Ti/Hi). We then 
created a case crushability index to maximize the integrity of pallets. A redesign of the picking 
area workflow was replicated prior to construction. To finalize the process, the 3PL distribution 
center updated the Red Prairie WMS to accommodate the new pick row layout. The current staging 
area was removed, and loaders were reassigned to the pick row area prior to post measurement 
evaluation.  
 
In order to measure the success of the project, the team and I established a minimum 
criterion that needs to be accomplished by the end of the project. Listed below are the categories 
addressing our minimum success criteria: 
1.  Reduce the labor cost per case from $0.320 to $0.295 (8% reduction/improvement). 
2.  Reduce safety near misses by 5%. 
3.  Reduce customer complaints/item damages by 5%. 
  
3.2 Process Flow Charts 
 
 The following flow charts represent the previous and redesigned processes for the 3PL 
distribution center. Image (a) represents the previous process of incoming products being received 
and transported to the storage and picking area. Orders were picked and placed in the staging area 
to be floor loaded onto the outgoing trailers. Image (a) also represents a similar picking process 
that was in place, resulting in material handling equipment (MHE) performing a return trip path. 
Image (b) represents Too Logistic’s objective for this project. The redesigned picking area allows 
for palletized orders to be placed directly on the outgoing trailer and bypasses the need for the 
staging area and product loaders. 
 




 Prior to performing the trade study, my team and I constructed a flow chart to determine a 
strategic plan of approach. The flow chart below represents an eleven-step problem-solving 
approach we followed to reach our requirements of reduced labor cost per case, reduced item 
claims and damages, and the improvement of employee safety upon completion: 
 
Figure 4: Solution Approach Flow Chart 
 
3.3 Alternative Analysis 
 
An alternative analysis is an evaluation of different choices available in order to achieve 
an objective. By performing an alternative analysis, we have created a systematic comparison of 
different factors such as associated risk, cost, effectiveness, and efficiency. Too Logistic 
performed an alternative analysis for several proposed pick row redesigns. The alternatives under 
study include pallet layout (Ti/Hi), case crushability, item demand, zoning, and a multi-factor 
combination. A brief description of each alternative is as follows: 
1. Pallet layout (Ti/Hi) refers to the number of cases stored on a layer, or tier, (the Ti) and the 
number of layers in height that these cases will be stacked on the pallet (the Hi).  
2. Case crushability refers to the strength of the individual cases on the pallet.  
3. Item demand refers to the items which have the highest throughput or turnover.  
4. Item zoning refers to specific zones for similar items, such as cookies, crackers, chips.  
5. The multi-factor combination attempts to incorporate the positive factors from different 
alternatives and minimize the negative factors.  
Perform alternative 
analysis





Request the creation of 




Mockup new pick row 
design
Implement the new 
design layout into the 
pick row area









Close out the project 
and relinquish the new 
design process to the 
3PL company
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To start, we performed a pros and cons comparison for each alternative. The alternatives 
were evaluated on a scale ranging from 0 to 9, where a higher score represents a strong 
consideration for either a pro or a con. The scores for the pros and cons were tallied and compared. 
Figure 5 represents the pros and cons evaluation for the pallet layout alternative. Similar pros and 
cons evaluations were performed for the other alternatives. 
 
 
Figure 5: Alternative Pros and Cons (Pallet Layout) 
 
  Figure 6 shows the final scores for the pros and cons evaluation. The results conclude that 
my team and I predicted the layout that will have the greatest impact is the one that takes all the 
alternatives into consideration with a final score of 5. The results also conclude that pallet layout 
and zoning have the second and third most impact, respectively. 
   
 
Figure 6: Final Alternative Pros and Cons Score 
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3.4 TOPSIS Analysis 
 
The Technique for Order of Preference by Similarity to Ideal Solution (TOPSIS) is a multi-
criteria decision analysis method. A TOPSIS analysis guides the decision-maker to eventually 
choose an alternative that is the shortest geometric distance from the positive ideal solution and 
the largest distance from the negative ideal solution. To perform the TOPSIS analysis, Too 
Logistic constructed a relationship matrix between the alternatives and requirements in Table 1. 
The relationship matrix data represents the qualitative values in the TOPSIS analysis.  
 
 
Table 1: Alternative Relationship Matrix 
 
Next, my team and I created a pick row layout for each alternative, including the previous 
layout, to determine the cost, total time, and travel distance associated with the completion of one 
order. The order selected is the 3PL distribution center’s most frequent and consistent order 
containing a wide variety of items from the pick row. A sample of the order evaluation for the 
previous pick row is displayed in Table 2. Please reference Appendix D.2 for the pick row layout. 
After warehouse observations took place, we concluded the average time to pick an item was 4 





Table 2: Order Evaluation for Previous Pick Row Layout 
Location Item# QTY Time Picking (min.) Distance (ft)
D050 4422 3 0.20 4
E049 4424 1 0.07 252
D052 4444 1 0.07 248
D076 4661 25 1.67 60
D080 4720 2 0.13 8
E061 4733 10 0.67 152
F061 4734 2 0.13 108
E124 4743 2 0.13 192
E087 4807 15 1.00 78
D082/D084 4845 6 0.40 112
F101 4981 1 0.07 140
E063 5023 20 1.33 132
D054 5044 4 0.27 212
E071 7233 1 0.07 196
E070 7472 5 0.33 16
F085/F087 7522 1 0.07 88
F075/F077 7708 1 0.07 16
F053/F055 7712 1 0.07 56
D068 7867 6 0.40 212
E085 7877 10 0.67 116
F071 7884 1 0.07 96
E100 7947 2 0.13 112
D066 8127 6 0.40 108
F127 8539 10 0.67 144
F129-F139 8547 15 1.00 4
F115-F119 8548 3 0.20 20
F113 8562 5 0.33 24
D108-D112 9589 25 1.67 168
F079 9606 1 0.07 124
D104/D106 9654 10 0.67 128
D132-D140 9655 10 0.67 56
D114/D116 9656 6 0.40 32
D120/D122 9657 4 0.27 8
D100/D102 9659 15 1.00 40






Miramar Order 12 Previous Layout
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The values from the relationship matrix and the order evaluations were then put into the 
TOPSIS analysis to determine the alternative that is the closest to the positive ideal solution and 
the furthest from the negative ideal solution. The results for the TOPSIS analysis are displayed in 
Table 3. The goal of Too Logistic’s TOPSIS analysis is to determine the best alternative as well 
as a ranking order for the remaining alternatives in order to design an adequate multi-factor pick 
row that minimizes cost, time, and distance while considering the weights of the requirements. 




Table 3: TOPSIS Analysis 
 
 Using the TOPSIS data, a multi-factor pick row layout was designed and centered around 
zoning demand as well as item demand. This pick row layout was then evaluated under the same 
conditions as the other alternative pick row layouts. Evaluating the multi-factor layout with the 
Miramar Order 12, the results are displayed in Table 4. The multi-factor pick row resulted in a 
total travel time of 19.74 minutes, a total distance traveled of 1164 feet, and a total cost of $6.09. 
These values represent the cost and time associated with the completion of one order with no 





Alternatives Cost Time Distance Employee Safety Efficiency Productivity Claims and Damages Total
Current Layout 8.77 28.45 3462 1 1 1 1 3503
Pallet Layout (Ti/Hi) 8.48 27.52 3216 2 3 3 2 3262
Case Crushability 7.99 25.92 2795 3 1 2 3 2838
Item Demand 7.52 24.39 2391 1 2 3 0 2429
Zoning Demand 5.86 19.01 971 3 1 1 1 1002

















Table 4: Order Evaluation for Multi-Factor Pick Row Layout 
Location Item# QTY Time Picking (min.) Distance (ft)
D050 4422 3 0.20 8
E049 4424 1 0.07 12
D052 4444 1 0.07 8
D076 4661 25 1.67 72
D080 4720 2 0.13 24
E061 4733 10 0.67 12
F061 4734 2 0.13 24
E124 4743 2 0.13 8
E087 4807 15 1.00 12
D082/D084 4845 6 0.40 8
F101 4981 1 0.07 56
E063 5023 20 1.33 68
D054 5044 4 0.27 16
E071 7233 1 0.07 24
E070 7472 5 0.33 100
F085/F087 7522 1 0.07 36
F075/F077 7708 1 0.07 8
F053/F055 7712 1 0.07 12
D068 7867 6 0.40 44
E085 7877 10 0.67 12
F071 7884 1 0.07 20
E100 7947 2 0.13 12
D066 8127 6 0.40 24
F127 8539 10 0.67 52
F129-F139 8547 15 1.00 4
F115-F119 8548 3 0.20 116
F113 8562 5 0.33 24
D108-D112 9589 25 1.67 160
F079 9606 1 0.07 36
D104/D106 9654 10 0.67 40
D132-D140 9655 10 0.67 16
D114/D116 9656 6 0.40 84
D120/D122 9657 4 0.27 4
D100/D102 9659 15 1.00 8






Miramar Order 12  Multi-Factor Layout
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3.5 Material Required/Used 
 
This section highlights the software my team and I used throughout this project. Microsoft 
Office provided programs such as Word, Excel, and PowerPoint that were used to finalize design 
reports, create graphs and tables, and display the prepared information for presentations. Google 
applications were used in a similar fashion with the addition of sharing and collaborative features. 
Collaborate Ultra was used to record and present our group information online. Filmora is a video 
editing software that was used to create our media file accompanying the project. The 3PL 
company’s software was used to extract the data needed. Although Too Logistic did not have direct 
access to Kronos or Red Prairie, the sponsor provided the required information for the analyses. 
The internet and Texas Instruments calculators were used for research and general computations.  
  




● Collaborate Ultra 
● Filmora 9  
● Google Applications 
● Software that was utilized at the 3PL company: 
○ Kronos Timekeeping System 
○ Red Prairie WMS 
● Internet 
● Texas Instruments TI-89 Titanium calculator 
 
3.6 Resources Available 
 
This section highlights the resources my team and I used throughout this project. Kennesaw 
State University provided our team with guidance and industrial insight from such professors as 
Dr. Adeel Khalid, Dr. Robert Keyser, and additional professors that offered invaluable 
information. The 3PL distribution center aided in providing data and information. The sponsor of 
Too Logistic addressed any  questions and concerns that were brought forth. The references and 
literature review mentioned in this report offered our team perspective and examples that helped 
in the formulation of our project.  
 
● Kennesaw State University Professors 
● Previous senior design projects 
● Kennesaw State University Library and Databases 
● The General Manager and employees for the 3PL company 
● Articles and journals on industry best practices 
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Chapter 4: Project Management 
 
Project management is the practice of initiating, planning, executing, controlling, and 
closing the work of a team to achieve specific goals and meet specific success criteria at the 
specified time. This section incorporates different tools and techniques that Too Logistic uses to 
assist in identifying the project’s milestones, activities, and deliverables from start to finish. These 
tools will allow my group and I to achieve the project objective as it pertains to the project scope.   
 
4.1 Project Charter and Work Breakdown Structure 
 
This section illustrates Too Logistic’s project charter and work breakdown structure 
(WBS). A project charter is a formal and concise document that describes the project. The project 
charter consists of our project statement, goals and objectives, scope and requirements, timeline, 
and all involved participants. The project charter served as a guide throughout the development of 
our project. Figure 8 is the WBS for our project that is a breakdown of our project into smaller 
components. By creating a WBS for our project, it allowed us to take the project phases and 
organize them into manageable sections. 
 
Project Name Lean Process Improvement for a 3PL Distribution Center 
Team Name Too Logistic Date  January 22, 2020 
Sponsor Lou Peña Team Leader Darell Vinson 
 
Problem Statement This Distribution Center’s loading process will be changed from a floor loading 
to a palletized loading process. This change is dictated by the customer. 
However, the current layout of the pick row is inefficient causing double-
handling of the cases, which increases the labor cost per case, increases damaged 
cases, and increases safety concerns due to the material handling equipment 
traveling out of sequence on the pick row.  
Goals and 
Objectives 
The goal of this project is to reduce/improve the following by April. 
1. Reduce the labor cost per case from $0.320 to $0.295 (8% 
reduction/improvement) 
2. Reduce safety near misses by 5%. 
3. Reduce customer complaints/item damages by 5%. 
Scope IN BOUNDS 
● Snack Division 
● Re-Slotting of the Pick Row 
for Order Selection 
● Shipping Staging Area 
OUT OF BOUNDS 
● Fresh Breads Division 
● Inventory in Racks 
● Receiving  
 
Requirements ● Conduct a DMAIC Project utilizing various RCA Tools: 
o Improve safety by minimizing near misses 
o Increase the material handling equipment workflow  
o Reduce waste and item damages 
o Increase customer satisfaction and positive feedback 
o Reduce the current total labor hours 
o Reduce cost per case 




January 18 January 22 
Planning: February 7 February 19  
Execution: February 28 March 21 
Control: March 20 April 8 
Closeout: April 10 April 22 
Team  Sponsor: Lou Peña 
Process Owner: 3PL Snack Division Supervisor 
Team Leader: Darell Vinson 
Members:  
● Doaa Abdulmahdi 
● Colombe Assi 
● Loaders 
● Pickers 
Risk ● Employee Safety 
● Job Understanding 
● Learning Curve (New System/New Pick Row) 
● Service Failures 
● Knowledge of New Equipment 
● Employee Turnover 
Stakeholder 3PL client  
Figure 7: Project Charter 
 
 
Figure 8: Work Breakdown Structure 
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4.2 Project Schedule and Timesheet 
 
This section illustrates Too Logistic’s time and task tracking tools for the project. Figure 
9 is the project GANTT Chart which displays the completion of the project through closeout. 
Figure 10 has the time breakdown for the hours spent being at the 3PL company’s warehouse and 
independent research. The graph on the left represents the time allocation for each team member 
at both onsite and offsite locations. The pie graph represents the total time spent on the project 
distributed between each team member. The timesheet summary will change periodically 
throughout the remainder of the project. 
 
Figure 9: GANTT Chart 
 
 
Figure 10: Project Hours Summary 
















Doaa Abdulmahdi Colombe Assi Darell Vinson
3PL Warehouse 13 11 20





HOURS SPENT ON 
PROJECT
Doaa Abdulmahdi Colombe Assi
Darell Vinson
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4.3 Financial Plan 
 
Too Logistic outlined a financial plan for the proposed project. According to the 3PL 
company, there is not a set budget for this project. However, the proposed changes are to meet a 
return on investment within one year of implementation.  
 
4.4 Economic Analysis 
 
One of the most important aspects of project management is economic analysis. This 
analysis will allow my team and I to determine the potential impact of the proposed solutions. 
After adding the costs of the equipment, the employees, and the miscellaneous expenses, the total 
investment needed for Too Logistic to implement the project was $65,651.27. Thus, after 
implementing the project design, we expect to reach the return on investment in approximately 
four months. Table 4 below shows the financial plan for the process implementation with finalized 
cost saving. The financial plan reflects a cost per case reduction from $0.320 to $0.272, which 
satisfies our minimum success criteria of 8%. 
 
 
Table 5: Financial Plan for Process Implementation 
Description Date Amount QTY Total Actual Cost Amount QTY Total Planned Cost
Equipment
Additional Stretch Wrap Machine 3/9/2020 $9,995.00 1 $9,995.00 $9,995.00 $15,000.00 1 $15,000.00 $15,000.00
Additional Stretch Wrap  2/25/2020 $54.26 40 $2,170.40 $12,165.40 $45.00 40 $1,800.00 $16,800.00
New Pallets for Shipping 2/22/2020 $6.75 1560 $10,530.00 $22,695.40 $6.75 1560 $10,530.00 $27,330.00
Employees
Supervisor 3/21-3/22 $230.80 1 $230.80 $22,926.20 $230.80 1 $230.80 $27,560.80
Lead 3/21-3/22 $222.00 1 $222.00 $23,148.20 $148.00 1 $148.00 $27,708.80
Replenisher 3/21-3/22 $222.00 1 $222.00 $23,370.20 $148.00 1 $148.00 $27,856.80
Miscellaneous Expenses
Power to Stretch Wrap Machine 3/9/2020 $1,514.00 1 $1,514.00 $24,884.20 $1,000.00 1 $1,000.00 $28,856.80
Too Logistic Consulting 4/22/2020 $40,767.07 1 $40,767.07 $65,651.27 $40,767.07 1 $40,767.07 $69,623.87
Accumulated Total $65,651.27 $69,623.87
Avg. Cases Per Week 136,108                      
Weeks Per Year 52                                 
Cases Per Year 7,077,616                   
Current Cost Per Case $0.320






Labor Dollars Per Year
*Too Logistic Rate: Value-Based Pricing at 12% of expected savings First Year Cost Per Case Savings
$274,074.30
Multi-Factor Pick Row Savings
$82,589.67
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Figure 9 shows the final cost ratio between the planned cost and the actual cost of the 
project. As of the closeout date, the planned cost for the project totaled to be $69,623.87, and the 
actual cost totaled to be $65,651.27. Since the project is classified as continuous process 
improvement, these values are likely to change with future evaluations from extra expenses such 
as additional pallets and stretch wrap to maintain product volume. 
 
 
Figure 11: Cost Ratio for Process Implementation 
 
 Table 6 shows the total labor cost per year and the expected savings per year associated 
with each alternative pick row layout. These values are compared to the current pick row and 
reflect additional savings that are included with the savings from the cost per case reduction. The 
zoning and multi-factor layouts have the largest impact on savings compared to the other 
alternatives, with $89,526.05 and $82,589.67, respectively. The multi-factor pick row is designed 
to maximize the positive aspects of the different alternatives and minimize the negative 
characteristics. Although the zoning layout offers a larger savings amount, it does not include other 
factors, such as the multi-factor alternative. These expected labor savings are factored in with the 
first-year cost savings. The return on investment period is approximately four months. 
 
 




Planned Cost Actual Cost
Pick Row Layout Current Pallet (Ti/Hi)  Item Demand  Case Crushability  Zoning Demand  Multi-Factor 
Picking Time (min.) 15.33 15.33 15.33 15.33 15.33 15.33
Traveling Time (min.) 13.11 12.18 9.06 10.59 3.68 4.41
Total Time (min.) 28.45 27.52 24.39 25.92 19.01 19.74
Total Distance (ft.) 3462.00 3216.00 2391.00 2795.00 971.00 1164.00
Total Labor Cost Per Order $8.77 $8.48 $7.52 $7.99 $5.86 $6.09
Total Labor Cost Per Year $269,907.93 $261,066.74 $231,416.40 $245,936.08 $180,381.88 $187,318.26
Expected Savings Per Year $0.00 $8,841.19 $38,491.53 $23,971.85 $89,526.05 $82,589.67
Orders Fulfilled Per Week 592 *Average weekly cases handled divided by cases per order (136108/230)
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Chapter 5: Comparative Analysis 
 
In this section, Too Logistic performed a comparative analysis between the current pick 
row and the proposed multi-factor pick row. This comparison is to determine the impact of the 
new design on the warehouse’s cost per case for the snack foods. This comparison is between 
Quarter 1 (August-October) and Quarter 2 (November-January), concerning the previous pick row 
layout, and Quarter 3 (February-April), concerning the new pick row design. Please reference 
Appendix D.6 for full Kronos labor dollars and cost per case data.  
 
5.1 Cost Per Case and Labor Analysis 
 
Table 7 shows that the average cost per case for Q1 and Q2 is $0.307 and $0.333, 
respectively. The pick row redesign was implemented on March 21, 2020. The first two months 
of Q3 do not reflect the multi-factor pick row layout. Data for April of Q3 represents the impact 
the redesigned pick row has on the Q3 cost per case. Regarding Q1 and Q2 cost per case data, a 
significant decrease in the cost per case is shown. Due to the brief amount of time the redesign is 
in place, more data should be collected for future evaluation of cost per case impacts. Although 
several factors may have contributed to the lowering of the cost per case, the most significant 
reduction appears to be within the implementation period.  
    
 
Table 7: Quarter Summary for Cost Per Case, Cases Handled, and Labor Dollars 
 
 
Monthly Average Q1: Aug Q1: Sep Q1: Oct
Cost Per Case $0.287 $0.309 $0.328 $0.307
Cases Handled 139,945               140,767               121,504               134,072    
Labor Dollars $40,121.00 $43,523.00 $39,848.75 $41,164.25
Monthly Average Q2: Nov Q2: Dec Q2: Jan
Cost Per Case $0.350 $0.330 $0.323 $0.333
Cases Handled 109,748               112,129               150,669               124,182    
Labor Dollars $38,384.00 $37,024.75 $48,673.03 $41,360.59
Monthly Average Q3: Feb Q3: Mar Q3: Apr
Cost Per Case $0.301 $0.289 $0.233 $0.272
Cases Handled 173,618               172,190               206,885               184,231    
Labor Dollars 52,235                 49,748                 $48,233.33 $50,072.01
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Figure 12 shows a visual representation of the data displayed in Table 7 for each month 
versus the cost per case. The data reflects Quarter 1 (August-October), Quarter 2 (November-
January), and Quarter 3 (February-April). Data for April of Q3 does not include the last week due 
to timeline constraints. Q3 shows that the cost per case is gradually declining from $0.301 in 
February to $0.233 in April. Without the final week of April, the data still represents a downward 
trend resulting in an average reduction of $0.068. This reduction places Too Logistic in range with 
the minimum success criteria of an 8% cost per case reduction. 
 
 
Figure 12: Monthly Cost Per Case 
 
5.2 Productivity Analysis 
 
 In this section, a productivity analysis was conducted to identify areas for potential 
productivity improvement based on statistical data. Table 8 displays the case per row, daily cases 































Months Versus Cost Per Case
Date Day # of Orders Hours Cases Picked Rows Case/Row Daily Cases/Hr Rows/HR
8/3/2019 Saturday 80 213.90 73773 6778 10.884 344.895 31.688
8/10/2019 Saturday 91 235.00 76597 7711 9.933 325.945 32.813
8/17/2019 Saturday 84 224.00 67084 6938 9.669 299.482 30.973
8/24/2019 Saturday 86 254.50 73445 6906 10.635 288.585 27.136
8/31/2019 Saturday 93 218.50 72228 6795 10.630 330.563 31.098
9/7/2019 Saturday 85 220.00 66739 6655 10.028 303.359 30.250
9/14/2019 Saturday 84 238.75 65439 6994 9.356 274.090 29.294
9/21/2019 Saturday 84 218.50 69535 7054 9.858 318.238 32.284
9/28/2019 Saturday 77 220.50 67966 6513 10.435 308.236 29.537
10/5/2019 Saturday 83 260.00 71857 7289 9.858 276.373 28.035
10/12/2019 Saturday 82 231.50 63892 7686 8.313 275.991 33.201
10/19/2019 Saturday 84 243.00 66966 7168 9.342 275.580 29.498




Table 8: Key Performance Indicators (KPI’s) for Productivity Data 
 
 Table 9 gives a snapshot of where each quarter’s KPI stands with respect to their mean 
values indicated in grey. For Q1, Q2, and Q3, a red box indicates a fall below the mean, while a 
green box indicates a rise above the mean.  
 
 
Table 9: Key Performance Indicators (KPI’s) Versus Mean Values 
11/2/2019 Saturday 85 225.00 60791 7441 8.170 270.182 33.071
11/9/2019 Saturday 84 176.50 54242 6512 8.330 307.320 36.895
11/16/2019 Saturday 69 152.50 42624 5463 7.802 279.502 35.823
11/23/2019 Saturday 90 211.00 72658 7323 9.922 344.351 34.706
11/30/2019 Saturday 62 133.50 38839 4967 7.819 290.929 37.206
12/7/2019 Saturday 82 167.60 55364 6444 8.592 330.334 38.449
12/14/2019 Saturday 95 186.60 58633 7005 8.370 314.218 37.540
12/21/2019 Saturday 115 196.15 60136 7242 8.304 306.582 36.921
12/28/2019 Saturday 91 173.45 49569 6127 8.090 285.783 35.324
1/4/2020 Saturday 96 176.35 59098 6849 8.629 335.118 38.838
1/11/2020 Saturday 135 280.40 103734 9529 10.886 369.950 33.984
1/18/2020 Saturday 107 325.50 109754 9798 11.202 337.186 30.101
1/25/2020 Saturday 141 339.85 97944 9908 9.885 288.198 29.154
2/1/2020 Saturday 139 312.70 87783 9304 9.435 280.726 29.754
2/8/2020 Saturday 105 244.00 62892 8623 7.294 257.754 35.340
2/15/2020 Saturday 81 148.00 45159 5006 9.021 305.128 33.824
2/22/2020 Saturday 84 194.50 59660 6423 9.288 306.735 33.023
2/29/2020 Saturday 81 215.00 66811 6741 9.911 310.749 31.353
3/7/2020 Saturday 81 199.20 71813 6832 10.511 360.507 34.297
3/14/2020 Saturday 83 208.00 69320 6391 10.847 333.269 30.726
3/21/2020 Saturday 79 198.00 62352 6217 10.029 314.909 31.399
3/28/2020 Saturday 78 208.50 58747 6393 9.189 281.760 30.662
4/4/2020 Saturday 83 233.50 72617 6660 10.903 310.994 28.522
4/11/2020 Saturday 79 223.50 65343 6142 10.639 292.362 27.481
4/18/2020 Saturday 80 234.50 69488 6835 10.166 296.324 29.147
4/25/2020 Saturday #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0!
Q2
Q3
Hours Cases Picked Rows Case/Row Daily Cases/Hr Rows/HR
Mean 220.10 67285.24 7053.26 9.54 305.70 32.05
Q1 230.78 69343.69 7065.31 9.81 300.47 30.61
Q2 211.11 66414.31 7277.54 9.13 314.60 34.47
Q3 218.28 65998.75 6797.25 9.71 302.35 31.14
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Figure 13-15 displays the graphical data for Table 8. These three graphs plot the data and 
trends for the three key performance indicators for productivity for Q1 (August-October) and Q2 
(November-January), which were compared to Q3 (February-April). Q3 is indicated on each graph 
with a red square. The data for each graph shows a variation in the KPI’s with respect to time. This 
variation may be due to factors such as scheduling, part-time or full-time employees, and different 
size orders each week. 
 
The first graph displays the cases picked per row with a mean of 9.54. The trend line shows 
a slight trend up from the mean with Q3 averaging 9.71. When comparing this with Table 9, Q3 is 
visiting 256 fewer rows per week at 6797.25 rows below the mean of 7053.26 rows. This difference 
results in an additional 2442 cases per week being picked.  
 
 
Figure 13: Graphical Key Performance Indicators (KPI’s) for Cases Per Row  
 
The second graph displays the average daily cases picked per hour with a mean of 305.70. 
The trend line shows a slight trend upward due to the Q2 average. Although the trend is increasing 
from Q1-Q3, Q3 has a slight decline from the average resulting in 302.35 daily cases per hour. 
When comparing this with Table 9, Q3 is 1.82 hours below the mean of 220.10. This means Q3 
should only be behind approximately 550 cases per week. Instead, Q3 is behind by an average of 


















Cases Picked Per Row Data
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Figure 14: Graphical Key Performance Indicators (KPI’s) for Daily Cases Per Hour  
 
The third graph displays rows visited per hour with a mean of 32.05. Although there is 
significant variation, the trend line appears to remain constant at an average of 32.05 rows visited 
per hour. When comparing this with Table 9, Q3 is 1.82 hours below the mean of 220.10. This 
results in visiting approximately 58.34 fewer rows per hour. Looking at the graph, this decrease in 
rows visited is trending downwards for Q3.  
 
 













































Rows Visited Per Hour Data
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Chapter 6: Results and Discussions 
 
  Numerous phases had to take place to arrive at the multi-factor pick row solution. To start, 
my group and I performed pros and cons analysis to determine what we believed was the most 
likely approach to the redesign. The alternative analysis resulted in the multi-factor layout having 
the highest score for most positive impact followed by pallet layout, zoning, item demand, and 
then case crushability. Too Logistic created a relationship matrix to compare the proposed layouts 
to their project requirements of safety, efficiency, productivity, claims, and damages. The 
associated index values represented the positive impact with multi-factor scoring first, pallet layout 
second, case crushability third, and item demand and zoning with an equal ranking in fourth. 
Finally, our group simulated each alternative layout through an order evaluation to compare the 
resulting time and cost. The results for the order evaluation yearly cost are as follows: 
 
 
Table 10: Total Labor Cost Per Year (Pre-Implementation) 
 
 Using the results collected from the pros and cons analysis, the relationship matrix, and the 
order evaluation, my team and I performed the Technique for Order of Preference by Similarity to 
Ideal Solution (TOPSIS) analysis. The goal of this TOPSIS analysis is to determine the best 
alternative as well as a ranking order for the remaining alternatives to design an adequate multi-
factor pick row that minimizes cost, time, and distance while considering the weights of the 
requirements. From the data, the factor that has the greatest impact is the zoning by demand layout. 
We also noted that the second-place layout was the pallet layout alternative. These two results 
became the foundation for the multi-factor redesign.  
 
 After designing the multi-factor pick row layout, Too Logistic evaluated it with the same 
order evaluation criteria as the alternative layouts. This process was to see the projected total labor 
cost per order per year. The layout which offered the most significant savings was the zoning 
demand with an expected annual savings of $89,526.05. The multi-factor alternative resulted in an 
annual savings of $82,589.67. Table 11 displays the summary of the total labor cost and expected 




 Item Demand $231,416.40
 Case Crushability $245,936.08
 Zoning Demand $180,381.88
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Table 11: Total Labor Cost and Expected Savings Per Year (Post-Implementation) 
 
A cost per case and labor analysis was performed on all three quarters. The resulting data 
showed that Q1-Q3 averaged at $0.307, $0.333, and $0.272 cost per case, respectively. A 
productivity analysis was conducted to identify areas for potential productivity improvement based 
on statistical data. The Q3 KPI’s resulted in a case per row of 9.71 compared to the mean of 9.54, 
a daily case per hour of 302.35 compared to the mean of 305.70, and a result of rows visited per 
hour of 31.14 compared to the mean of 32.05.   
 
Currently, Too Logistic does not have adequate data to perform a safety analysis. The data 
for Q1 is the only available data that was provided by the sponsor. Table 12 represents the data 
from Q1 safety claims and damages. This data was to be compared with up-to-date data post 
redesign implementation. At the time of data retrieval, our team was informed that additional 
safety, damages, and claims data would have to be collected later. To our understanding, previous 
entries were under the responsibility of personnel that were no longer with the company and were 
not accessible at the time upon request. 
 
 
Table 12: Safety, Damages and Claims 
 
 




Previous Layout $269,907.93 $0.00
Pallet (Ti/Hi) $261,066.74 $8,841.19
 Item Demand $231,416.40 $38,491.53
 Case Crushability $245,936.08 $23,971.85
 Zoning Demand $180,381.88 $89,526.05
 Multi-Factor $187,318.26 $82,589.67
Date Date of Pick Shipment Customer Cases Item
Invoiced 
Y/N
23-Dec 12-Dec 5037840 Miramar #6
· 1 case    
· 1 case
·7952    
·5036 Y













8-Jan 24-Dec 5053221 Charlotte#2 31
Various 
Items y










23-Jan N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
24-Jan 1/15?? ?? Miramar #12 6 9997 Y
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Chapter 7: Conclusion 
 
Too Logistic’s objective was to redesign the pick row to transition from the previous floor 
loading process to the implemented palletized process to be more efficient in order-picking for 
delivery. After data collection analyses were performed, the resulting information allowed my 
team and I to make informed conclusions and recommendations. Through the course of this 
project, our team was to ensure the following process requirements are satisfied: 
 
1. The implemented redesign should be safer. The previous pick row layout requires a double 
path for material handling equipment (MHE). This factor contributed to the near misses 
and potential accidents per quarter.  
2. The implemented redesign should be more efficient. Order pickers should move fluidly 
through the pick row. Moving fluidly through the pick row will increase the throughput of 
items and decrease the overall order lead time.  
3. The implemented redesign should help with the reduction of waste, damages, and customer 
complaints. Establishing an improvement plan to increase the integrity of the built pallets 
will help minimize potential damages and increase customer satisfaction.  
4. The implemented redesign should reduce costs. The current floor loading system requires 
more time in which increases the total labor hours and item cost per case at the distribution 
center. 
 
In order to measure the success of the project, my group and I established a minimum 
criterion that needed to be accomplished by the end of the project. Listed below are the categories 
addressing our minimum success criteria: 
 
1. Reduce the labor cost per case from $0.320 to $0.295 (8% reduction/improvement) 
2. Reduce safety near misses by 5%. 
3. Reduce customer complaints/item damages by 5%. 
 
With the implementation of the pick row redesign, we can see a significant reduction in the 
cost per case from $0.307 in quarter one to $0.272 in quarter three. With the further evaluation of 
quarter three, the cost per case for February, March, and April resulted in $0.301, $0.289, and 
$0.233, respectively. With the cost per case reduction, this company will see an expected savings 
of $274,074.30 for the first year and an additional $82,589.67 in the following years from a 
reduction in labor cost. The KPI’s for productivity resulted in an increase in cases per row of 9.71 
compared to the mean of 9.54, a decrease in daily case per hour of 302.35 compared to the mean 




The decrease in the productivity KPI’s for daily cases per hour and rows visited per hour 
could be a result of several factors. Factors that should be considered when evaluating these KPI’s 
are the time of implementation, learning curves, and complexity of orders. At the time of 
completion, the redesigned pick row was in-place for approximately four weeks. Too Logistic feels 
that the longer the process is in place, the KPI’s will begin to improve due to reduced learning 
curves. Since the complexity of orders periodically fluctuates, productivity will reflect this change. 
The analysis our team conducted did not consider order complexity. 
 
Both the quarterly cost per case and the post implementation cost per case for April fall 
within our minimum success criteria of an 8% reduction. Although we did not have the data needed 
at the time, our team feels that the redesigned pick route that follows a transversal path will 
significantly reduce the likelihood of near misses with MHE. Furthermore, the redesign considers 
case crushability as a factor that should reflect in a claims and damages reduction. Unfortunately, 
since we do not have the data to analyze, we can not confidently confirm the 5% reduction in safety 
near misses, nor a 5% reduction in claims and damages. For these reasons, we did not meet our 
minimum success criteria.  
 
Throughout the course of the project life cycle, several changes were simultaneously 
implemented alongside the pick row redesign. These changes also contributed to a cost per case 
and labor cost reduction. To ensure that the processes created and implemented by our team have 
a significant impact, Too Logistic would like for this company to consider the following 
recommendations moving forward: 
 
1. Our team recommends the continuation of data collecting and process evaluations. The 
premature completion of Too Logistic’s services only presented a feasible solution. With 
monitoring and periodic evaluations, this process will be improved with time.  
2. Stay focused on the objective of continuous improvement. The pick row redesign and cost 
per case reduction are simply phases in the ongoing strive towards success.  
3. We recommend that this company strives to keep employee safety and welfare paramount. 
The safety and near miss system that is in place should be revised and standardized. Our 
team feels that with proper documentation and best management practices, employee safety 
can be improved while claims and damages are accurately reflected. 
4. Our team recommends cross-training employees. Having employees that can perform a 
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Name Title Email Phone 
Doaa Abdulmahdi Quality Engineer Doaanhil@gmail.com   206-407-4379 
Colombe Assi Methods Engineer Assicolombe24@gmail.com 678-427-9182 
Darell Vinson Project Manager Darellvinson12@gmail.com 678-903-8949 
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KSU has provided us with all needed tools of success, such as our helpful professors, 
resources, and suggestions. Working with the 3PL company as a team allowed us to learn and 
adapt to the work environment. I have learned how to solve problems, issues, and improve a 
process in real working life. The Lean Process Improvement’s project improved our engineering 
skills through solving the problems and related issues. The team faced many challenges on 
different levels, but the main challenge was the COVID-19, and the way it affected the project’s 
process. The COVID-19 prevented and impacted our capability from going deeper or expanding 




Besides reading about what an industrial engineer does, I had no experience of what it is 
like to work as an industrial engineer. This project, in its whole entirety, taught me the role of an 
industrial engineer in a company and validated my choice of pursuing this career. I learned more 
about how a warehouse operates daily and was able to apply my knowledge of all four years, 
especially the facility planning, economic analysis, and supply chain courses. It was a pleasure 
working with this 3PL company whose staff were attentive and knowledgeable. Overall, we did 
not face any challenges on this adventure until the pandemic occurred, where collecting data was 
difficult since everything is on hold right now. However, we managed to gather all the data we 
needed to complete this project successfully. 
 
Darell Vinson: 
Through the course of this semester, I learned a lot about the relationship between the 
academic implications of industrial engineering with industry practices. Managing to get this 
project to completion was not an easy task. This experience showed me how inevitable conflicts 
and constraints are. This experience also showed me that random variation is everywhere and the 
importance of teamwork and accountability. Some of the challenges we faced with the project 
were clearly defining the project scope. Our goal was to redesign the pick row layout to 
accommodate a palletized system. The previous system used floor loading, and the client requested 
this transition. However, this transition had several sub-factors associated with it, such as improved 
safety, efficiency, and productivity. The new redesign should also reduce cost, time, distance 
traveled, and product damages. The integration of all the sub-factors to satisfy the scope required 
a lot of planning. 
The project life cycle presented a challenge, as well. There were instances where the team 
and I did not necessarily have the time to learn then apply, but instead, we had to learn as we go 
and try to make the most informed decisions with the information we had, for a situation we had 
never experienced before. Our sponsor was very receptive to our ideas and approaches. However, 
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we did experience some reluctance. Receiving all the information we needed was difficult, which 
hindered our planned analyses. Reflecting on the applied approach, I feel we should have 
performed analyses that incorporated the randomness and uncertainty of the process more 
accurately. I also feel we should have reorganized to determine a different approach for capturing 
risk associated with each alternative. 
Overall, the experience and opportunity are invaluable. I was able to experience the fast-
paced environment and the hecticness of distribution during the brink of a pandemic. As an 
Industrial engineering student, you learn different methods and skills to optimize processes and 
integrate systems, but gaining a first-hand experience truly shows you the need to have a sense of 
































Appendix D: Supporting Details and Data   
 






























F E E D
4' F139 E140 E139 D050 E069 E135 D068 D084 F091 D056 E136 F105
F137 E138 E137 D052 D062 E140 D066 D082 E139 D080 E132 E076
F135 E136 E135 D054 E103 E138 D058 D080 E106 E061 E073 E094
F133 E134 E133 D056 E105 E136 D056 D078 E126 F061 E054 D062
F131 E132 E131 D058 E117 E134 D054 E111 E108 E118 E050 E079
F129 E130 E129 D060 E119 E114 E091 E079 E075 E122 E137 D050
F127 E128 E127 D062 E074 E106 E093 E083 E111 E124 D076 E049
F125 E126 E125 D064 E066 E104 E095 D098 E051 F097 E055 E053
F123 E124 E123 D066 F063 E102 E097 D096 E057 F094 D118 D052
F121 E122 E121 D068 F083 E100 E099 D092 E089 E087 E101 F089
F119 E120 E119 D070 F095 E098 E101 D090 E131 F059 E065 E095
F117 E118 E117 D072 F099 E096 E121 D088 E140 D082 D078 E099
F115 E116 E115 D074 F111 E094 E127 D086 F103 D084 D058 E097
F E E D
F113 E114 E113 D076 D094 E088 D074 D052 E112 E096 F101 E130
F111 E112 E111 D078 E071 E086 D072 D050 F139 F081 E104 E063
F109 E110 E109 D080 E073 E082 D070 E049 F115 D068 E138 E067
F107 E108 E107 D082 E077 E080 F105 E051 F117 E085 E121 E072
F105 E106 E105 D084 E072 E078 F107 E053 F119 F071 E125 D094
F103 E104 E103 D086 E064 E060 F109 E055 F065 E135 E128 D054
F101 E102 E101 D088 E090 D140 F113 E057 F069 E100 E082 E059
F099 E100 E099 D090 D076 D138 F115 E059 F057 E078 E133 E107
F097 E098 E097 D092 E107 D136 F117 E067 F107 E080 E114 E129
F095 E096 E095 D094 E113 D134 F119 E075 F109 D066 E068 E116
F093 E094 E093 D096 E115 D132 F121 E081 F113 E123 E070 E120
F091 E092 E091 D098 E129 D130 F123 E085 F123 E092 E083 E109
F089 E090 E089 D100 E130 D128 F125 E109 F121 F125 E127 E115
F087 E088 E087 D102 E061 D126 F127 E123 D090 F127 E081 E113
F085 E086 E085 D104 E063 D124 F129 E110 D092 F093 F085 E090
F083 E084 E083 D106 E065 D122 F131 E092 D086 F129 F087 E058
F081 E082 E081 D108 E087 D120 F133 E084 D088 F131 F075 E110
F079 E080 E079 D110 E089 D118 F135 E062 D096 F133 F077 E071
F077 E078 E077 D112 E108 D116 F137 E056 D098 F135 F053 E098
F075 E076 E075 D114 E058 D114 F139 E054 D074 F137 F055 E102
F E E D
F073 E074 E073 D116 D112 D064 F073 E052 D070 E093 D138 E134
F071 E072 E071 D118 D110 D060 F075 E050 D072 E069 D140 E056
F069 E070 E069 D120 D108 E125 F077 F094 D064 E066 D114 E052
F067 E068 E067 D122 D106 E131 F079 F051 D060 E074 D116 D108
F065 E066 E065 D124 D104 E133 F081 F053 F067 E103 D120 D110
F063 E064 E063 D126 D102 E137 F085 F055 F073 E105 D122 D112
F061 E062 E061 D128 D100 E139 F087 F057 F051 E117 D124 E084
F059 E060 E059 D130 E118 E132 F089 F059 E060 E119 D126 F079
F057 E058 E057 D132 E116 E128 F091 F061 E086 F063 D128 D104
F055 E056 E055 D134 E112 E126 F093 F065 E088 F083 D130 D106
F053 E054 E053 D136 E076 E124 F097 F067 E064 F095 D100 D132
F051 E052 E051 D138 E070 E122 F101 F069 E077 F099 D102 D134






Current Pick Row Layout Pallet (Ti/Hi) Layout Zoning Layout
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F105 E081 F057 F129 D136 D096 F107 D050 F091 D056 E136 F105
E076 F081 F113 F131 D138 D098 F109 E053 E139 D080 E137 D050
E094 D068 D074 F133 D140 E095 E050 E051 E140 D082 D118 D052
D062 E085 D070 F135 D108 D060 E055 D052 F103 D084 E054 D062
E079 F071 D072 F137 D110 D114 E065 E049 E106 E061 D076 E049
D050 E135 D064 F139 D112 D116 E059 E057 E089 E087 E055 E053
E049 E100 D060 D140 F103 F065 E058 D066 E108 E118 E132 E076
E053 D066 F067 D138 E075 D078 F129 D054 E075 E122 E050 E079
D052 E123 E134 D136 E077 D080 F131 E062 E111 E124 E073 E094
F089 E092 E056 D134 D090 D082 F133 E056 E131 F059 E065 E095
E095 F093 E052 D132 D092 D084 F135 F057 E126 F061 D058 E097
E099 F065 E084 E124 D104 D132 F137 E061 E057 F094 D078 E099
E097 F069 F079 E122 D106 D134 F139 E063 E051 F097 E101 F089
E136 E129 E062 D130 E136 E092 E106 E073 E112 E096 F101 E130
E132 E116 F073 D128 E082 E085 E116 E111 F109 D066 E128 D054
E073 E120 F051 D126 E069 E067 E118 D068 F115 D068 E125 D094
E054 E109 E060 D124 E121 E113 E120 E135 F057 E078 F087 E058
E050 E115 E064 F115 E100 E089 E137 E128 F107 E080 E082 E059
E137 E113 E077 F117 E102 E098 E139 E138 F117 E085 E104 E063
D076 E090 E091 F119 E104 E083 E127 E129 F123 E092 E138 E067
E055 E058 E093 D112 E093 F075 E087 E134 F069 E100 F077 E071
D118 E110 E069 D110 F073 F077 F053 E086 F113 E123 E121 E072
E101 E071 E103 D108 D074 E091 F055 E088 F065 E135 F085 E090
E065 E098 E105 D084 D072 F067 E078 E126 F119 F071 F053 E098
D078 E138 E117 D082 D070 E071 E080 E131 F139 F081 F055 E102
D058 E121 E119 E104 F105 D086 D076 E114 D092 F093 E133 E107
D056 E125 E074 E102 E125 D088 E122 E140 F121 F125 E083 E109
D080 E128 E066 E070 F085 F091 E124 E096 D090 F127 F075 E110
E061 E082 F063 E068 F087 F081 E130 E133 D086 F129 E081 E113
F061 E133 F083 F085 F097 E068 E112 F059 D088 F131 E127 E115
E118 E114 F095 F087 F079 E070 E108 F094 D096 F133 E068 E116
F097 E083 F099 F075 D120 E094 E115 F101 D098 F135 E070 E120
F094 E127 F111 F077 D122 E132 E123 E076 D074 F137 E114 E129
E087 E140 D098 F053 F117 E060 E054 D062 D070 E093 D138 E134
F059 F103 D096 F055 F119 D118 E084 E101 D064 E066 D128 D104
F091 E112 D106 E080 E066 D100 E110 E097 D072 E069 D130 D106
E139 E096 D104 E078 E074 D102 F051 E099 D060 E074 D116 D108
E106 F101 D116 F125 E103 F093 D064 D058 F067 E103 D120 D110
E126 E130 D114 F127 E105 F113 E079 D056 F073 E105 D122 D112
E108 E063 D122 F107 E117 F071 D124 E090 F051 E117 D100 D132
E075 E067 D120 F109 E119 D094 D126 E107 E060 E119 D102 D134
E111 E072 D102 F121 F063 E064 D128 F089 E086 F063 E062 D136
E051 D094 D100 F123 F083 E072 D130 E109 E088 F083 D114 E052
E057 D054 E088 D092 F095 F123 F125 E052 E064 F095 D140 E056
E089 E059 E086 D090 F099 F121 F127 F061 E077 F099 D124 E084
E131 E107 D086 D088 F111 F115 E081 F069 E091 F111 D126 F079
Item Demand Layout Case Crushability Layout Multi-Factor Layout
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D.3 Order Picking Evaluations 
 
 
Location Item# QTY Time Picking (min.) Distance (ft) Location Item# QTY Time Picking (min.) Distance (ft)
D050 4422 3 0.20 4 D050 4422 3 0.20 60
E049 4424 1 0.07 252 E049 4424 1 0.07 4
D052 4444 1 0.07 248 D052 4444 1 0.07 8
D076 4661 25 1.67 60 D076 4661 25 1.67 112
D080 4720 2 0.13 8 D080 4720 2 0.13 172
E061 4733 10 0.67 152 E061 4733 10 0.67 196
F061 4734 2 0.13 108 F061 4734 2 0.13 160
E124 4743 2 0.13 192 E124 4743 2 0.13 84
E087 4807 15 1.00 78 E087 4807 15 1.00 100
D082/D084 4845 6 0.40 112 D082/D084 4845 6 0.40 212
F101 4981 1 0.07 140 F101 4981 1 0.07 228
E063 5023 20 1.33 132 E063 5023 20 1.33 124
D054 5044 4 0.27 212 D054 5044 4 0.27 148
E071 7233 1 0.07 196 E071 7233 1 0.07 96
E070 7472 5 0.33 16 E070 7472 5 0.33 120
F085/F087 7522 1 0.07 88 F085/F087 7522 1 0.07 88
F075/F077 7708 1 0.07 16 F075/F077 7708 1 0.07 12
F053/F055 7712 1 0.07 56 F053/F055 7712 1 0.07 72
D068 7867 6 0.40 212 D068 7867 6 0.40 168
E085 7877 10 0.67 116 E085 7877 10 0.67 140
F071 7884 1 0.07 96 F071 7884 1 0.07 84
E100 7947 2 0.13 112 E100 7947 2 0.13 200
D066 8127 6 0.40 108 D066 8127 6 0.40 44
F127 8539 10 0.67 144 F127 8539 10 0.67 100
F129-F139 8547 15 1.00 4 F129-F139 8547 15 1.00 4
F115-F119 8548 3 0.20 20 F115-F119 8548 3 0.20 20
F113 8562 5 0.33 24 F113 8562 5 0.33 9
D108-D112 9589 25 1.67 168 D108-D112 9589 25 1.67 101
F079 9606 1 0.07 124 F079 9606 1 0.07 72
D104/D106 9654 10 0.67 128 D104/D106 9654 10 0.67 84
D132-D140 9655 10 0.67 56 D132-D140 9655 10 0.67 86
D114/D116 9656 6 0.40 32 D114/D116 9656 6 0.40 32
D120/D122 9657 4 0.27 8 D120/D122 9657 4 0.27 8
D100/D102 9659 15 1.00 40 D100/D102 9659 15 1.00 68
Total 230 15.33 3462 Total 230 15.33 3216
Picking Time 15.33 Picking Time 15.33
Traveling Time 13.11 Traveling Time 12.18
Total Time 28.45 Total Time 27.52
Total Distance 3462 Total Distance 3216
Total Cost $8.77 Total Cost $8.48
Miramar Order 12 Current Layout Miramar Order 12 Pallet (Ti/Hi) Layout
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Location Item# QTY Time Picking (min.) Distance (ft) Location Item# QTY Time Picking (min.) Distance (ft)
D050 4422 3 0.20 124 D050 4422 3 0.20 4
E049 4424 1 0.07 4 E049 4424 1 0.07 16
D052 4444 1 0.07 8 D052 4444 1 0.07 4
D076 4661 25 1.67 44 D076 4661 25 1.67 132
D080 4720 2 0.13 32 D080 4720 2 0.13 80
E061 4733 10 0.67 4 E061 4733 10 0.67 80
F061 4734 2 0.13 4 F061 4734 2 0.13 132
E124 4743 2 0.13 172 E124 4743 2 0.13 112
E087 4807 15 1.00 164 E087 4807 15 1.00 28
D082/D084 4845 6 0.40 139 D082/D084 4845 6 0.40 52
F101 4981 1 0.07 188 F101 4981 1 0.07 140
E063 5023 20 1.33 8 E063 5023 20 1.33 76
D054 5044 4 0.27 16 D054 5044 4 0.27 20
E071 7233 1 0.07 84 E071 7233 1 0.07 124
E070 7472 5 0.33 76 E070 7472 5 0.33 24
F085/F087 7522 1 0.07 8 F085/F087 7522 1 0.07 72
F075/F077 7708 1 0.07 8 F075/F077 7708 1 0.07 108
F053/F055 7712 1 0.07 20 F053/F055 7712 1 0.07 12
D068 7867 6 0.40 180 D068 7867 6 0.40 88
E085 7877 10 0.67 4 E085 7877 10 0.67 72
F071 7884 1 0.07 4 F071 7884 1 0.07 100
E100 7947 2 0.13 8 E100 7947 2 0.13 132
D066 8127 6 0.40 4 D066 8127 6 0.40 100
F127 8539 10 0.67 180 F127 8539 10 0.67 100
F129-F139 8547 15 1.00 132 F129-F139 8547 15 1.00 128
F115-F119 8548 3 0.20 48 F115-F119 8548 3 0.20 156
F113 8562 5 0.33 108 F113 8562 5 0.33 76
D108-D112 9589 25 1.67 120 D108-D112 9589 25 1.67 176
F079 9606 1 0.07 76 F079 9606 1 0.07 100
D104/D106 9654 10 0.67 108 D104/D106 9654 10 0.67 72
D132-D140 9655 10 0.67 148 D132-D140 9655 10 0.67 44
D114/D116 9656 6 0.40 152 D114/D116 9656 6 0.40 28
D120/D122 9657 4 0.27 8 D120/D122 9657 4 0.27 148
D100/D102 9659 15 1.00 8 D100/D102 9659 15 1.00 59
Total 230 15.33 2391 Total 230 15.33 2795
Picking Time 15.33 Picking Time 15.33
Traveling Time 9.06 Traveling Time 10.59
Total Time 24.39 Total Time 25.92
Total Distance 2391 Total Distance 2795
Total Cost $7.52 Total Cost $7.99
 Case Crushability LayoutMiramar Order 12  Item Demand Layout Miramar Order 12
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Location Item# QTY Time Picking (min.) Distance (ft) Location Item# QTY Time Picking (min.) Distance (ft)
D050 4422 3 0.20 11 D050 4422 3 0.20 8
E049 4424 1 0.07 4 E049 4424 1 0.07 12
D052 4444 1 0.07 8 D052 4444 1 0.07 8
D076 4661 25 1.67 88 D076 4661 25 1.67 72
D080 4720 2 0.13 32 D080 4720 2 0.13 24
E061 4733 10 0.67 4 E061 4733 10 0.67 12
F061 4734 2 0.13 4 F061 4734 2 0.13 24
E124 4743 2 0.13 12 E124 4743 2 0.13 8
E087 4807 15 1.00 12 E087 4807 15 1.00 12
D082/D084 4845 6 0.40 8 D082/D084 4845 6 0.40 8
F101 4981 1 0.07 32 F101 4981 1 0.07 56
E063 5023 20 1.33 52 E063 5023 20 1.33 68
D054 5044 4 0.27 16 D054 5044 4 0.27 16
E071 7233 1 0.07 48 E071 7233 1 0.07 24
E070 7472 5 0.33 72 E070 7472 5 0.33 100
F085/F087 7522 1 0.07 16 F085/F087 7522 1 0.07 36
F075/F077 7708 1 0.07 8 F075/F077 7708 1 0.07 8
F053/F055 7712 1 0.07 8 F053/F055 7712 1 0.07 12
D068 7867 6 0.40 76 D068 7867 6 0.40 44
E085 7877 10 0.67 4 E085 7877 10 0.67 12
F071 7884 1 0.07 4 F071 7884 1 0.07 20
E100 7947 2 0.13 8 E100 7947 2 0.13 12
D066 8127 6 0.40 12 D066 8127 6 0.40 24
F127 8539 10 0.67 16 F127 8539 10 0.67 52
F129-F139 8547 15 1.00 8 F129-F139 8547 15 1.00 4
F115-F119 8548 3 0.20 116 F115-F119 8548 3 0.20 116
F113 8562 5 0.33 32 F113 8562 5 0.33 24
D108-D112 9589 25 1.67 108 D108-D112 9589 25 1.67 160
F079 9606 1 0.07 16 F079 9606 1 0.07 36
D104/D106 9654 10 0.67 4 D104/D106 9654 10 0.67 40
D132-D140 9655 10 0.67 8 D132-D140 9655 10 0.67 16
D114/D116 9656 6 0.40 92 D114/D116 9656 6 0.40 84
D120/D122 9657 4 0.27 8 D120/D122 9657 4 0.27 4
D100/D102 9659 15 1.00 24 D100/D102 9659 15 1.00 8
Total 230 15.33 971 Total 230 15.33 1164
Picking Time 15.33 Picking Time 15.33
Traveling Time 3.68 Traveling Time 4.41
Total Time 19.01 Total Time 19.74
Total Distance 971 Total Distance 1164
Total Cost $5.86 Total Cost $6.09
Miramar Order 12  Multi-Factor LayoutMiramar Order 12  Zoning Demand Layout
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Alternatives Cost Time Distance Employee Safety Efficiency Productivity Claims and Damages Total
Current Layout 8.77 28.45 3462 1 1 1 1 3503
Pallet Layout (Ti/Hi) 8.48 27.52 3216 2 3 3 2 3262
Case Crushability 7.99 25.92 2795 3 1 2 3 2838
Item Demand 7.52 24.39 2391 1 2 3 0 2429
Zoning Demand 5.86 19.01 971 3 1 1 1 1002
Total 38.62 125.29 12835.00 10.00 8.00 10.00 7.00 13033.91
 
Normalized Matrix
Alternatives Cost Time Distance Employee Safety Efficiency Productivity Claims and Damages
Current Layout 0.5034 0.5033 0.5707 0.2041 0.2500 0.2041 0.2582
Pallet Layout (Ti/Hi) 0.4867 0.4869 0.5301 0.4082 0.7500 0.6124 0.5164
Case Crushability 0.4586 0.4586 0.4607 0.6124 0.2500 0.4082 0.7746
Item Demand 0.4316 0.4315 0.3941 0.2041 0.5000 0.6124 0.0000
Zoning Demand 0.3363 0.3363 0.1601 0.6124 0.2500 0.2041 0.2582
Cost
Benefit Total
Weighted Values 0.0030 0.0096 0.9847 0.0008 0.0006 0.0008 0.0005 1
Alternatives Cost Time Distance Employee Safety Efficiency Productivity Claims and Damages
Current Layout 0.0015 0.0048 0.5620 0.0002 0.0002 0.0002 0.0001
Pallet Layout (Ti/Hi) 0.0014 0.0047 0.5221 0.0003 0.0005 0.0005 0.0003
Case Crushability 0.0014 0.0044 0.4537 0.0005 0.0002 0.0003 0.0004
Item Demand 0.0013 0.0041 0.3881 0.0002 0.0003 0.0005 0.0000
Zoning Demand 0.0010 0.0032 0.1576 0.0005 0.0002 0.0002 0.0001
Ideal Solution
Positive 0.0010 0.0032 0.1576 0.0005 0.0005 0.0005 0.0000
Negative 0.0015 0.0048 0.5620 0.0002 0.0002 0.0002 0.0004
Alternatives Cost Time Distance Employee Safety Efficiency Productivity Claims and Damages S*
Current Layout 0.0000 0.0000 0.1635 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.4044
Pallet Layout (Ti/Hi) 0.0000 0.0000 0.1328 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.3644
Case Crushability 0.0000 0.0000 0.0877 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.2961
Item Demand 0.0000 0.0000 0.0531 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.2305
Zoning Demand 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0005
Alternatives Cost Time Distance Employee Safety Efficiency Productivity Claims and Damages S-
Current Layout 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0003
Pallet Layout (Ti/Hi) 0.0000 0.0000 0.0016 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0399
Case Crushability 0.0000 0.0000 0.0117 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.1083
Item Demand 0.0000 0.0000 0.0302 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.1739











Distance from Positive 










 Location Item#  Location Item#  Location Item#  Location Item#
D084 4845 F073 9841 E135 7946 E118 4742
D082 4845 F075 7708 E140 4965 E116 5068
D080 4720 F077 7708 E138 7419 E112 4969
D078 4712 F079 9606 E136 4590 E076 4258
E111 4914 F081 7860 E134 9347 E070 7472
E079 4338 F085 7522 E114 7464 E068 7472
E083 7477 F087 7522 E106 4860 D112 9589
D098 8611 F089 4481 E104 7412 D110 9589
D096 8611 F091 4853 E102 7412 D108 9589
D092 8609 F093 8546 E100 7947 D106 9654
D090 8609 F097 4780 E098 7410 D104 9654
D088 8610 F101 4981 E096 4970 D102 9659
D086 8610 F103 4968 E094 4263 D100 9659
D052 4444 F105 4199 E088 9997 E061 4733
D050 4422 F107 8561 E086 9997 E063 5023
E049 4424 F109 8561 E082 7445 E065 4697
E051 4920 F113 8562 E080 7952 E087 4807
E053 4443 F115 8548 E078 7952 E089 4931
E055 4664 F117 8548 E060 9866 E108 4874
E057 4921 F119 8548 D140 9655 E058 5143
E059 5048 F121 8578 D138 9655 D076 4661
E067 5024 F123 8578 D136 9655 E107 5060
E075 4875 F125 8539 D134 9655 E113 5078
E081 7487 F127 8539 D132 9655 E115 5077
E085 7877 F129 8547 D130 9658 E129 5061
E109 5075 F131 8547 D128 9658 E130 4983
E123 8203 F133 8547 D126 9658 E090 5117
E110 5156 F135 8547 D124 9658 D094 5036
E092 8470 F137 8547 D122 9657 E071 7233
E084 9605 F139 8547 D120 9657 E073 4616
E062 9743 D074 8782 D118 4684 E077 75141
E056 9362 D072 8784 D116 9656 E072 5035
E054 4654 D070 8783 D114 9656 E064 75140
E052 9484 D068 7867 D064 8835 E069 78884
E050 4655 D066 8127 D060 8849 D062 4318
F094 4782 D058 4713 E125 7438 E103 A
F051 9842 D056 4714 E131 4947 E105 B
F053 7712 D054 5044 E133 7462 E117 C
F055 7712 E091 78797 E137 4656 E119 D
F057 8560 E093 78798 E139 4859 E074 E
F059 4810 E095 4552 E132 4591 E066 F
F061 4734 E097 4555 E128 7444 F063 G
F065 8550 E099 4554 E126 4861 F083 H
F067 8900 E101 4696 E124 4743 F095 I
F069 8553 E121 7435 E122 4743 F099 J
F071 7884 E127 7481 E120 5069 F111 K
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D.6 Kronos Data for Labor Dollars and Cost Per Case 
 
  
Week Ending Cases Handled Labor Dollars Cost Per Case
8-Jun 101,146               $33,908.00 $0.335
15-Jun 101,826               $31,195.00 $0.306
22-Jun 95,502                 $32,185.00 $0.337
29-Jun 120,311               $34,532.00 $0.287
6-Jul 101,450               $34,454.00 $0.340
13-Jul 141,159               $36,220.00 $0.257
20-Jul 147,791               $37,458.00 $0.253
27-Jul 137,889               $38,499.00 $0.279
3-Aug 142,244               $38,432.00 $0.270
10-Aug 150,902               $38,819.00 $0.257
17-Aug 121,788               $40,166.00 $0.330
24-Aug 147,769               $42,187.00 $0.285
31-Aug 137,022               $41,001.00 $0.299
7-Sep 127,633               $45,560.00 $0.357
14-Sep 145,118               $43,566.00 $0.300
21-Sep 149,981               $42,462.00 $0.283
28-Sep 140,336               $42,504.00 $0.303
5-Oct 129,572               $42,007.00 $0.324
12-Oct 115,098               $38,855.00 $0.338
19-Oct 124,104               $38,831.00 $0.313
26-Oct 117,240               $39,702.00 $0.340
2-Nov 126,592               $40,362.00 $0.319
9-Nov 108,572               $36,977.00 $0.341
16-Nov 108,035               $39,583.00 $0.366
23-Nov 126,919               $40,969.00 $0.323
30-Nov 78,622                 $34,029.00 $0.433
7-Dec 126,797               $32,921.00 $0.260
14-Dec 121,269               $38,657.00 $0.319
21-Dec 142,137               $41,274.00 $0.290
28-Dec 58,311                 $35,247.00 $0.604
4-Jan 77,106                 $38,210.10 $0.496
11-Jan 183,012               $51,924.00 $0.284
18-Jan 185,057               $49,931.00 $0.270
25-Jan 157,502               $54,627.00 $0.347
1-Feb 180,337               $58,311.00 $0.323
8-Feb 165,639               $48,569.00 $0.293
15-Feb 170,064               $47,696.00 $0.280
22-Feb 172,449               $55,881.00 $0.324
29-Feb 179,603               $50,719.00 $0.282
7-Mar 153,651               $46,841.00 $0.305
14-Mar 184,848               $55,645.00 $0.301
21-Mar 167,720               $45,752.00 $0.273
28-Mar 182,540               $50,752.00 $0.278
4-Apr 252,815               $57,831.00 $0.229
11-Apr 167,720               $40,752.00 $0.243
18-Apr 200,120               $46,117.00 $0.230
25-Apr N/A N/A N/A
Q4
Q1
Q2
Q3
